Senior UI Designer
Munich
Your work will explore a wide range of design fields and you will be applying
your knowledge and skills to a rich portfolio of projects, addressing diverse
clients, composed of both renowned companies such as Honeywell,
Samsung, and Bosch, as well as some of the most promising start-ups. We
will welcome you in our international, multicultural and multidisciplinary
team, constantly shaping both yours and our future towards the greatest it
can be.

You will be
A Senior UI Designer in our Munich office, directly responsible to:


Drive and support interdisciplinary communication between
different design teams



Effectively communicate all process stages to the client



Build and grow customer relations



Help to grow knowledge and expertise of user centred design
methods and technical considerations within Pilotfish.
Analyse and define user, market and technology requirements,
while understanding the client’s business and communication goals.




Translate design requirements and user stories into meaningful,
usable and appealing user interface design proposals for websites,
apps and embedded interfaces



Facilitate and take part in brainstorm sessions with industrial
designers, developers, engineers and clients



Present design concepts and lead design requirement discussions
with clients



Work out interaction design and visual design concepts as part of a
project team or independently



Create use cases, scenarios, persona’s, flowcharts, wireframes,
visual designs and interactive user interface mock-ups that include
transitions and animations



Prepare and execute user research and usability tests



Plan and monitor projects, act as a contact person with the client



Facilitating the transition from design to working code

You are
A creative and proactive Senior UI Designer with an eye for details and the
passion to explore the boundaries of digital media and product design, and a
passion to work in a multi-cultural English-speaking environment and in
multi-disciplinary teams.

You have


Excellent UI concept development, visual design and presentation
skills



Experience in common graphic programs such as Adobe Suite



Experience designing for multiple platforms (Web, Android, iOS) and
responsive



Working knowledge or experience of technical/coding constraints of
frontend development languages (html, css, js) to ensure
implementable designs.



Experience in embedded software projects and/or industrial design
projects is a big plus.



Experience in video editing is a plus



An ability to work in multi-disciplinary teams with industrial
designers and engineers



At least 4 years of experience in user interface and new media
design



Experience in common wireframing & prototyping software such as
Axure to build high and low fidelity interactive mock-ups



Experience working with Lean and Agile manifesto, with rapid
testing and improvement iterative cycles creative methodology and
implementation

We are excited to receive your application!
Please fill in the application form available on our website and send it
together with your letter of motivation and digital portfolio (PDF or URL) to
jobs@pilotfish.eu.
Please note that due to the high number of applications coming our way, we
are unfortunately unable to always provide a written reply. However, you can
always call us at (+49) 89 12021890 and we will provide an update on your
application.
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Who we are
Pilotfish is a strategic design and innovation consultancy transforming
complex electronic technologies into meaningful and desirable user
experiences. From our offices in Amsterdam, Berlin, Munich and Taipei we
cater to international brands worldwide including BMW, MINI, Samsung,
BSH, Munich Airport, and Honeywell.
www.pilotfish.eu
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